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In the summer, the Preserve sky is

dancing with Swainson's Hawks as

they mate, eat, and chase off

predators, but as we find ourselves

closer to summer's end we are

saddened by the sight of their

departure. As fall approaches,

Preserve staff and volunteers

prepare for all that is to come.

Volunteer stories began to emerge

from past restoration work days,

plans begin to become a reality and

volunteer accomplishments

become the headline. Get ready

because the Cranes are on their

way.   



PRESERVE UPDATES

Did you get the chance to meet Raymond

Parhl? A scholar recipient of the Hutton

Junior Fisheries Biology Program, which is

a summer internship designed to engage

and inspire high school students in the

fisheries profession. Ray completed his

internship with us, sampling sloughs and

managed wetlands for fish and aquatic

invertebrates. He chose this project "to get

a better understanding of what fish species

prefer which areas at the Preserve, so that

in the future we can manage these areas for

native fish".

Ray's internship has since ended as he

heads back to school.    

Hutton Junior Fisheries

Biology Program Intern

Preserve Manager Updates 

The Cosumnes River Preserve is

excited to announce that Amy L.

Fesnock will remain as the

interim Preserve Manager until

the position is filled. Amy has

been with CRP since April of this

year and is still learning about the

complexity that is the Preserve.

We are hopeful to have a

permanent Preserve Manager

soon.

The BLM staff is in full preparation

mode for the upcoming "Flood-Up"!

Approximately 85-90% of the

managed waterfowl habitat is dry

during the summer and flooded in

the fall for winter waterfowl and

waterbirds. From September

through December, 2-3 ponds will

be flooded each week. Ponds will

range from 1 acre in size to 61  acres

and can have as little as 0 inches of

water or as much as 4 feet of water.

As ponds begin to "Flood Up" be on

the watch for those wintering

birds!   

~Flood-Up is Upon Us~

Raymond Parhl 



PRESERVE UPDATES
Nature In Your classroom 

In October the Visitor Center will be getting native Chinook salmon

eggs from the California Department of Fish and Wildlife as an

educational program connecting visitors to their local

environment. This Aquarium Educational Program organized by

CDFW and sponsored by local fishing clubs is designed to engage

students and foster connections to their natural resources in the

classroom. If you are looking to bring this fantastic educational

opportunity to your classroom check out the link below: 

https://wildlife.ca.gov/CAEP/R2

 

Sandhill Crane Tours

are Back! 

The Cosumnes River Preserve

Naturalists will once again be

offering guided Sandhill Crane

tours with ~Save Our Sandhill

Cranes~ advocacy group, later

this October. The tours will be

90minutes long exploring

Sandhill Crane features,

behaviors and anatomy as well

as seeing live Sandhill Cranes.

Be on the lookout for

information on where to sign up

for this amazing experience.   

~Calling All Volunteer

Naturalists~

This fall we plan on having our

Volunteer Naturalist Training take

place! If you or anyone you know

interested in learning about the

natural history, plants, animals, and

all that encompasses the Cosumnes

River Preserve please contact the

Volunteer and Outreach Coordinator. 

*Current volunteers are welcome to

take a refresher*

*Thank you to all of the

amazing volunteers who

attended the Volunteer

Appreciation Breakfast* 



Get Involved While You Paddle 
At the beginning of the summer, two Preserve staff

members introduced a new program to visitors who

experience the Cosumnes River Preserve on the

waterways. This initiative stems from Alex, a longtime

employee of The Nature Conservancy, to help remove

invasive aquatic species little by little from our rivers and

sloughs. Two of the invasive plant species that grow here

are water hyacinth and water primrose. Both grow very

rapidly and clog irrigation and water supplies, but with

help from all of our paddlers, we can slow down the spread

and make the river a habitat suitable for our native plants

and animals.  Learn how you can be part of the change in

the detailed description below! 



VOLUNTEER ACCOMPLISHMENTS

 

 

Raptor Survey Total

Bird Count 

2193

Habitat Restoration

hours 

1369

 

 

 

 

Outreach Totals 

1787

Over the last few months, 23

dedicated volunteers have

counted over 2000 raptors. 

 

Several Volunteer

Naturalists have participated

in numerous outreach and

guided activities that have

reached over 1700 visitors in

2022!  

 

We have several amazing

volunteers who spent over 1300

hours maintaining our habitat

and trails for native flora and

fauna.



 

 

Bandits at the Preserve
In habitat restoration you can expect to

encounter diverse amounts of wildlife,

anything from Sandhill Cranes to

Honeybees and everything in between. The

very animals that we are trying to provide

habitat to, occasionally hinder us from

doing our job, But, we make it a priority to

protect all things wild that belong here and

help them to expand their habitat.  

The Cosumnes River Preserve (CRP) is one of those places that we are serving

to protect. CRP is one of the only two remaining mixed-age Valley Oak forests

left in California and we volunteers and staff are doing our best for it to

remain that way. Over the last forty years we have planted acorns in a six-

mile radius extending the Valley Oak forests. As we plant these acorns we are

always careful to do no harm and sometimes the beautiful wildlife just makes

it plain hard for us to do our work. 

-A Story by Joe Watson

HRT at work- Joe Watson 

HRT work crew-Joe Watson 



In November of 2010, we planted hundreds of acorns around our Visitor Center on

Franklin Blvd as part of the master plan to extend this forest. We started this

expansion on the first volunteer workday of CRP back in 1988 and this was the first

time we have been raided by raccoons. The local black-tailed deer population has

nibbled our oak seedlings down to short bushes, the beavers have eaten our willow

cuttings before they could spread, and the honeybees have pushed our wood ducks

out of their boxes. We solved these and a myriad of other unintended consequences

of adding various elements to this complicated habitat. But this is the first time we

have been robbed, cleaned out and set back by multiple seasons by the forest

inhabitants.

The Masked bandits came in under the

cover of darkness, knocked down the tree

guards, dug up all the acorns in two nights

and ate them. We know it was them

because they left their footprints on the

guards, weed mats and in the mud we

placed on the edge of the mats. We

replanted but they did it again. This is the

first time we have attempted to plant such

a large concentration of edible acorns so

close to a high concentration of human

traffic. After the second replanting HRT

decided to make the decision to remove all

of the weed mats and tree protectors. We

originally thought  we lost that battle to the  

midnight bandits, mother nature had won

because years later there are beautiful

Valley Oaks growing! 

Restoration site- Joe Watson

Raccoon print - Joe Watson

Current Day Photo 



Butterfly Fun Fact 

Did You Miss The Annual Butterfly Count? 

Did you know that there are almost 20,000

butterfly species in the world? 

Common Name

W.Tiger Swallowtail 

Anise Swallowtail 

Alfalfa Butterfly 

Cabbage Butterfly

Purplish Copper

Eastern Tailed Blue 

Buckeye

Lorquin's Admiral

Monarch

Sad Duskywing   

Total

15

1

5

291

43

78

112

35

1

7

The annual butterfly count took place this

June at the Preserve. A few very excited

participants helped count over 600

individual butterflies and 16 different

species. Butterflies play a vital role in

nature by ensuring plants reproduce. This

survey was a great opportunity for the

Preserve to learn more about the butterflies

in the Central Valley region and to help us

promote a healthy habitat for these

beautiful fluttering insects. 



THE LODI SANDHILL CRANE
FESTIVAL IS BACK!

Mark your calendars for November 5th and 6th of this year

because the Lodi Sandhill Crane Festival is back! 

 

Planning is now underway for the 24th Sandhill Crane Festival.

You can expect there to be informative presentations, Sandhill

Crane art shows, an exhibit hall, and youth activities all

centered at Lodi's beautiful Hutchins Street Square Community

Center. 

 

On their website, you can also find information on their guided

tours. Including the tours happening here at the Cosumnes

River Preserve! 

 

Check out Lodisandhillcrane.org for more information and to

stay updated on the latest news.  



THE HABITAT RESTORATION
TEAM  

The Habitat  Restoration Team is hard at

work, volunteering at various sites around

the Cosumnes River Preserve. HRT spent

the majority of the summer volunteering

at a site known as Farms and Wetlands 2.

At this site, they were removing old weed

mats around trees that were planted over

30 years ago. HRT has removed over 500

weed mats from this planted valley oak

forest and is hopeful to remove the rest

before summer has passed. 

On Saturday, August 13, The Habitat

Restoration Team took a day off from

removing weed mats and spent the day

removing invasive water hyacinth and

water primrose out of Middle Slough.

This amazing group of volunteers

removed over 25 boatloads of invasive

plants. 

If you are looking for a great opportunity to get involved, this group of volunteers

meets two Saturdays a month from 9-3:30 and works on various projects around

the Preserve. Contact Maddy Hill the Volunteer and Outreach Coordinator at the

Cosumnes River Preserve if you are interested in joining! 

 

Hillma@saccounty.gov

You must be 18 years or older to join! 

HRT 

HRT  



UPCOMING SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES 

Frank Stork A Dedicated Volunteer 

Frank Stork was a dedicated and diligent

volunteer at the Preserve who found comfort

with either a camera in hand or his favorite

tool the chainsaw. He spent 7 years

volunteering with the Habitat Restoration

Team, as a Volunteer Naturalist, and with the

Maintenance and Repairs team. We are so

honored to have known him and he will

always be remembered as a committed

volunteer and a great friend.  

September 3rd: Natural and Cultural History Walk 

September 17th: Tall Forest Bird Survey 

September 17th: Guided Paddle

September 24th: Orr Ranch Bird Survey 

October 1st: Natural and Cultural History Walk 

October 8th: Sandhill Crane Tour

October 15th: Tall Forest Bird Survey 

October 15th: Guided Photography Walk 

Frank Stork 


